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when James was eight years old and he became almost a
mother besides a father to his son. The remarkable sym-
pathy that John Clerk Maxwell extended to his son helped
to develop James* power of personal and intellectual sym-
pathy. His interest in technology helped James to escape
the ideology of the territorial class and become acquainted
with the spirit of the culture of capitalist industrialism. If
Maxwell had not accomplished this escape he could not
have become an instrument of adaptation of British physical
science to the needs of a new social order.
Maxwell's intellect had two qualities both of singular
significance, clarity and apparent obscurity. In his own
day, and until recently, the clear part of his mind was most
esteemed. It contained the expression of the spirit of his
own time. The obscure part is now seen to foreshadow the
spirit of the succeeding time, and the wider knowledge
possessed by the twentieth century has shown the meaning
of its obscurities.
Maxwell could use engineering concepts for the develop-
ment of science as powerfully as Thomson. He could
describe the machinery of atomic behaviour with a clarity
that seemed to provide his audience with personal intro-
ductions to the inhabitants of the atomic world. His
mastery of the engineer's visual imaginative method of
conceiving phenomena almost persuaded his contem-
poraries that he was one of the chief exponents of their
scientific philosophy. But those who knew Maxwell
personally could never feel quite convinced that he belonged
to their school. Somehow or other, in spite of intellectual
appearances, he was not sound. Their feeling was correct.
As a member of the engineering school of scientific philoso-
phy Maxwell was not sound. In spite of his very powerful
use of the method and his frequent praise of it, he was
quite ready to abandon it when it would not work. The
degree of Maxwell's scepticism of the value of engineering
concepts as a mode of developing science was not evident
to his contemporaries, and probably not even to himself.
When he got into philosophical difficulties, through trying
to use engineering concepts for unsuitable purposes, he did

